Given a triangular mesh defining the geometry of a 3D workpiece filled with water, we propose an algorithm to test whether, for an arbitrary given axis, the workpiece will be completely drained under gravity when rotated around the axis. Observing that all water traps contain a concave vertex, we solve our problem by constructing and analyzing a directed "draining graph" whose nodes correspond to concave vertices of the geometry and whose edges are set according to the transition of trapped water when we rotate the workpiece around the given axis. Our algorithm to check whether or not a given rotation axis drains the workpiece outputs a result in about a second for models with more than 100,000 triangles.
Introduction
Cleaning engine components to remove hard particle contaminants introduced during the manufacturing process is becoming a significant issue for industry [Arbelaez et al. 2008; Avila et al. 2006; Berger 2006] . Manufacturing byproducts such as chips from machining and sand from casting are commonly cleaned off the surfaces of workpieces using high pressure water-jets. However, if the workpiece has complicated concave regions, the cleaning water may not easily drain from the workpiece. In order to minimize the subsequent draining time, our industrial partner first mounts workpieces on a slowly rotating carrier so that gravity can drain out as much water as possible. Their current set-up rotates in one direction (either clockwise or counterclockwise) around a single axis oriented parallel to the ground. Our ultimate goal is to find a rotation axis for a given workpiece geometry such that when the workpiece is first oriented with this axis parallel to the ground and then rotated slowly around the axis, all water drains from all voids of the workpiece. As a first step toward this goal, we propose an algorithm to check whether or not clockwise or counterclockwise rotation around a given axis in 3D space can drain all trapped water from a workpiece whose geometry is represented as a triangulated mesh.
Related Work
The most straightforward approach to solve this problem might be using a general-purpose physics based approach such as CFD. Although the computational power of CPUs and GPUs is increasing every year, the computational cost of such a physics-based approach is still too expensive to be suitable for applications that require interactivity. Since we would like to provide interactive feedback to designers, we need a real-time algorithm that does not rely on a computationally expensive method that can take hours to converge.
In the computer graphics community, several efforts have been made to accelerate algorithms borrowed from computational sciences while maintaining plausibility [Müller et al. 2008 ]. The first real-time GPU implementation of fluid simulation using a regular grid of cubical cells was reported in [Nguyen 2007] . Unfortunately, because the algorithm accuracy is dependent on the 3D grid resolution, it is not appropriate for our complex target geometries since we would be required to split space into a tremendous number of grid cells to perform the simulation reliably. To avoid this issue, particle-based approaches using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) are popular for real-time simulations since they do not require a grid throughout the whole domain [Müller-Fischer et al. 2003; Müller-Fischer et al. 2007] . Although particle systems can produce attractive visual results, they cannot match the accuracy of fluid simulation unless the number of the simulated particles is very high, but when the number of particles increase, the performance suffers.
Since performing physics-based simulation in realtime on complicated geometry is still challenging, we are motivated to devise an algorithm to solve our problem geometrically to reduce computational cost. It combines analysis of (free) fluid flow and accessibility from a geometric perspective.
In the case of fluid flows inside complex geometric models, a similar problem, considering the problem of draining water (a single particle) out of a closed polygon by rotating the shape in 2D space, was introduced by Aloupis et al. [Aloupis et al. 2008] . Given a closed polygon and trapped water particles inside of it, they proposed an algorithm to find how many holes must be punctured to drain them. Letting n be the number of vertices of a given polygon, they showed that n/6 holes are sometimes necessary and n/4 holes are sufficient to drain any polygon. Then, they proposed an O(n 2 log n) algorithm to find the minimum number of holes needed to drain.
Geometric analysis has been developed to study flow of liquid in a mold as well. Bradley and Heinemann [Bradley et al. 1993] proposed geometric analysis of the mold to develop shape factors indicating the effect of the geometry of the mold on fluid flow under gravity. Bose et al. [Bose et al. 1998 ] considered the problem of filling a mold from a purely geometric perspective in 3D space such that, when it is filled, no air pockets and ensuing surface defects arise. They proposed a linear time algorithm to check whether a given polyhedron can be completely filled without forming air pockets in a fixed orientation. They also proposed an O(n 2 ) algorithm to find the most favorable orientation for a given polyhedron.
A similar problem to ours arises in planning for 4-axis NC machining, how to find a rotation axis that maximizes "visible" surface in a single setup, which was investigated by Tang et al. [Tang et al. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. 
1998
]. Generally speaking, to manufacture a desired shape, multiple setups are required; however, the setup is time-consuming and therefore the number of setups should be minimized. To consider this problem, visibility plays a vital role. Woo developed the concept of visibility maps to represent and compute accessibility [Woo 1994 ].
Assumptions and a Key Observation
We assume that we can approximate a volume of water by a set of water particles whose viscosity is negligibly small. We also assume that the rotation is slow enough so that the water particles reach equilibrium for each orientation through which we rotate, and that the particles move only under the effect of gravity (assuming that any other forces such as friction force are negligible).
We define a water trap in a particular orientation as a connected volume of undrained water, which we approximate by a set of water particles directly or indirectly touching each other (Figure 1 ).
The key observation for our problem is that, for each water trap, there is always at least one concave vertex of the input mesh such that some of its incident edges and faces are touching water particles constituting the water trap. Based on this observation, our goal is to drain all the concave vertices of an input mesh since this is equivalent to draining all water traps from all voids of the workpiece.
In the next section, we describe an overview of our approach, going through a 2D example to introduce our directed draining graph method. Then, in sections 3 and 4, we describe how we actually construct and analyze the draining graph for a 3D geometry and arbitrary 3D rotation axis.
Approach and Theory
To begin, we discuss a simplified case using a 2D example.
2.1 Limit case: each water trap is represented by a single water particle First, we consider the limit case that each water trap consists of only one water particle. Recall that a water trap can only be formed at a concave vertex.
For each concave vertex v, we consider gravity directions such that, if a water particle is at v, it will be trapped. In the 2D case, any gravity direction can be described as a point on the Gaussian circle (a circle whose radius is one and center is at the origin). When we rotate a workpiece, the gravity direction moves relative to the workpiece along the Gaussian circle. For each concave vertex v, we define a space Tv on the Gaussian circle consisting of gravity directions such that, if a water particle is at v, it will be trapped. Figure 2 shows a specific example. In the 2D case, each of the two gravity directions gCCW and gCW bounding Tv are orthogonal to the two edges incident to v. For a workpiece orientation with corresponding gravity direction currently in Tv, when the workpiece rotates far enough that the gravity direction coincides with gCCW (respectively, gCW ), the trapped water particle leaves v and moves along the edge towards A (respectively, B).
We construct a directed draining graph whose nodes correspond to the concave vertices. Each node has two outgoing edges, for clockwise and counterclockwise rotation, that point to the nodes representing the concave vertices where the trapped water will ultimately settle when the workpiece is rotated clockwise and gravity coincides with gCW or counterclockwise and gravity coincides with gCCW . If the water particle trapped at a vertex exits the workpiece once it is rotated so that gravity coincides with gCW or gCCW , the corresponding edge is set to point to a node labeled "out" representing the workpiece exterior. An example of a draining graph for a 2D geometry is shown in Figure 3 .
The draining graph is constructed as follows. For each concave vertex, we initialize a corresponding node in the draining graph. Then, we compute the two gravity directions when a water particle trapped at the concave vertex leaves it under clockwise and counterclockwise rotation. These gravity directions (the bounds of T v ) are shown in a diagram next to each node in Figure 3 . Finally, we trace the path of a trapped water particle under both of these gravity direction to determine in what concave vertex it settles for each, adding a graph edge labeled as CW or CCW that points to the corresponding node.
For each concave vertex, if there is a path consisting of edges with the same direction label from the corresponding node to the node labeled as "out," then we can drain the trapped water particle at that concave vertex through concave vertices corresponding to the nodes along the path by rotating in the given direction. For example, there is a path " Figure 3 corresponding to the draining sequence shown in Figure 4 . There is also a path "A → D → out." But we cannot drain using this path because it corresponds to counterclockwise rotation from A to D and clockwise rotation from D to out. This violates our restriction that we can rotate around an axis in one direction only. We can also see that when water is trapped at any one of A, B, C, or D, we cannot drain by counterclockwise rotation because there is no path from the nodes corresponding to any of these vertices to "out"; this is physically consistent.
General case: each water trap is represented by a set of water particles
In the previous subsection, we took as our premise the limit case that each water trap consists of only one water particle, and pro- vided the approach to solve the corresponding draining problem. We now show that if a solution exists for this limit case, it is also a solution for the general draining problem; that is, the case that each water trap consists of a set of water particles.
Suppose a water trap is currently formed at concave vertex v. For the general draining problem, after v is drained, not all the water particles constituting the original water trap will necessarily form a new water trap at the same concave vertex (see Figure 5) ; however, the key observation is that the last water particle to leave the concave vertex (we call this last particle the core particle of the water trap) moves in the same manner as a water particle approximating the water trap by only one particle. For example, suppose that a water trap is currently formed at a given concave vertex v as shown in Figure 5 (a). Figure 5 (b) shows draining when we approximate a water trap by only one particle and (c) shows draining when we approximate a water trap by a set of particles (general case). In the general case, when we start to rotate an input geometry, water particles constituting the water trap start to leave v and form another water trap at a different concave vertex (or may exit the geometry). As we continue to rotate, when one of the edges incident to v becomes perpendicular to the gravity direction (i.e. parallel to the ground), the core particle of the water trap leaves v. As shown in Figure 5 (c), at the point when v is completely drained, water particles constituting the original water trap may constitute different water traps after a rotation; however, a core particle moves in the same manner as a water particle approximating a water trap by only one particle.
Now we show that the approach using the draining graph for the single-particle case works for general draining problems, too, as- suming we rotate enough times. To see this, let us consider a simple example of a draining graph with only 4 nodes, A, B, C, and out, with three CW directed edges "C → B → A → out." For each 360-degree clockwise rotation, at least a core particle at A is drained (note that there is no guarantee that all the water particles at A exit the geometry). If there are remaining water particles (water traps), each of them exists at B or C because a water trap is always formed at a concave vertex. There is a path from C to B; therefore, a core particle at C goes to B if a water trap is formed at C. There is a path from B to A; therefore, a core particle at B goes to A if a water trap is formed at B. This implies that as long as there are remaining water particles, one of them must become a core particle at A and be drained in each 360-degree rotation. The number of trapped water particles never increases; therefore, as long as there are CW or CCW paths from all concave vertices to out, eventually all the particles will be drained. This holds no matter how complicated the draining graph becomes.
Graph Construction
In the previous section, we have shown that we can solve the general draining problem by considering the limit case that each water trap consists of a single water particle and the corresponding transitions using a draining graph. In this section, given a 3D geometric model and arbitrary 3D rotation axis as input, we explain how we construct the corresponding draining graph.
Graph Nodes
The first step in constructing a draining graph is to determine its nodes, that is, to find the concave vertices. We define the three types of vertices (convex, concave, and saddle) as follows:
Vertex classification Given a vertex v, letting vale(v) be its valence, v is either convex or concave if there is a unit vector d such that, for all the adjacent vertices wi of
is a locally extreme vertex). If there is no such d, v is a saddle vertex.
Letting be a positive infinitesimal number, if a point p = v + d is inside of the given geometry, v is a concave vertex. Otherwise, v is a convex vertex.
Graph Edges
Edges of a draining graph are set according to the transitions of water particles when the geometry is rotated around a given rotation axis. Let V c be the set of concave vertices. First, for each concave vertex v ∈ V c , we describe all gravity directions such that a water particle could be trapped at v. Then, we explain how to find the two gravity directions (g CW and g CCW ) at which a trapped water particle at v flows out when rotating clockwise or counterclockwise around the given axis. After finding these two gravity directions, for each of them, we find the concave vertex into which a water particle flowing out will settle by tracing the particle's path along geometric features (vertices, edges, and triangles). 
Gravity direction causing water trap at a concave vertex
In this subsection, we describe all gravity directions such that a water particle may be trapped at v, representing the gravity directions as points on the Gaussian sphere (a sphere whose radius is one and center is at the origin).
For each concave vertex v ∈ V c , let w i be a member of the set of adjacent vertices of v and let e i be the vector from v to w i (i.e. e i = w i − v) (see Figure 6 (a)). For each e i , we define a half-space H i of directions on the Gaussian sphere Figure 6 (b) shows a specific example. A gravity direction not in Hi does not cause a water trap at v. On the other hand, a gravity direction in Hi drags a water particle in the direction from wi to v and may cause a water trap at v. For example, in Figure 6 (b) and (c), the gravity direction ga never causes a water trap at v, but g b may cause a water trap at v.
We define the space T v in 3D as T v = i H i (see Figure 7 ). Then, a gravity direction g in T v potentially causes a water trap at v. On the other hand, as T v = i H i = i H i suggests, g in at least one of Hi does not cause a water trap at v.
To construct the draining graph, we need to determine, for each concave vertex v ∈ V c , in which gravity directions the currently trapped water particle at v flows out when rotating clockwise and counterclockwise rotation around the given axis. These gravity directions correspond to points on the boundary of Tv. To find these gravity directions, given a rotation axis, consider first rotating the input geometry such that the rotation axis coincides with the z-axis (setting the coordinate system so that the z-axis is horizontal, parallel to the ground). Then, possible gravity directions are confined in the xy-plane because a gravity direction and a rotation axis are always orthogonal. In this configuration, any gravity direction g can be expressed as a point on a unit circle in the xy-plane with center (0, 0) (i.e. x 2 + y 2 = 1). This xy-plane Gaussian circle is the intersection between the Gaussian sphere and the xy-plane.
We can describe any rotation axis r = (r x , r y , r z ) by two variables
where θ is the azimuthal angle in the xz-plane from the z-axis and φ is the polar angle from the xz-plane as shown in Figure 8 . Using these parameters, the components of r can be expressed as r x = cos φ sin θ, r y = sin φ, and r z = cos φ cos θ. Then, by multiplying each vertex by the matrix R where T v(xy) .
we can align the rotation axis to the z-axis.
Rotating the input geometry around the rotation axis is equivalent to fixing the geometry and moving the gravity direction on the xyplane Gaussian circle. Given v ∈ Vc, suppose that a gravity direction g is currently in Tv and a water particle is trapped at v. As we move g on the Gaussian circle, when g hits the boundary of Tv, the trapped water particle at v flows out. If Tv does not intersect with the xy-plane, water is never trapped at v with the given rotation axis.
As shown in Figure 7 (b), Tv is bounded by a set of great circular arcs on the Gaussian sphere. If the xy-plane intersects with Tv, it intersects its boundary at two points because Tv is convex. These two points correspond to the gravity direction at which the trapped water particle at v flows out when we rotate clockwise and counterclockwise. Since Tv = i Hi, each of the arcs is defined by the boundary of an H i . The two edges (i.e. the e i corresponding to the H i ) that define the boundary of T v intersecting with the xy-plane are the ones the water particle flows out through.
For the actual calculation to find the edges through which trapped water flows out and the corresponding gravity directions, we do not have to construct T v in its entirety since the gravity directions are confined in the xy-plane; constructing the portion of T v intersecting with the xy-plane is sufficient. Call this portion of T v defined on the xy-plane Gaussian circle T v(xy) (see Figure 9) . Each of the boundary points of T v(xy) is defined by the intersection between the xy-plane Gaussian circle and the boundary of one of the
where H i(xy) is the intersection between H i and the xy-plane 1 . The appendix describes how to compute the boundary of H i(xy) .
As shown in Figure 9 (c) and Figure 10 (a), we let g CW be the point on the Gaussian circle bounding T v(xy) rotating clockwise (when seen from +∞ on the z-axis -the rotation axis) and g CCW the point on the Gaussian circle bounding T v(xy) rotating counterclockwise. Let e CW and e CCW be the edges defining g CW and g CCW respectively (recall that H i is defined by edge e i ). Suppose that a water particle is trapped at v ∈ V c , that is, g is in T v(xy) . Once the gravity direction coincides with g CW as the geometry is
where xy is the xy-plane. rotated clockwise around the axis, the trapped water particle flows out along edge e CW . In a similar manner, once the gravity direction coincides with g CCW under counterclockwise rotation, the trapped water particle flows out along edge e CCW . We compute the boundary points of T v(xy) , that is, g CW and g CCW , and the corresponding e CW and e CCW incrementally as follows.
Initially, gCW and gCCW are set to the two corresponding boundary points of H 1(xy) , and eCW and eCCW are both set to e1. Then, for each i (i = 2, 3, · · · , vale(v)), if necessary we update gCW and gCCW , that is, the boundaries of T v(xy) , and eCW and eCCW as follows. (Figure 10 (b) ). On the other hand, if both gCW and gCCW are in H i(xy) , we do not have to update Tv(xy) (Figure 10 (c 
For each i, if neither of the g CW or g CCW calculated thus far are in H i(xy) , T v(xy) is empty

)). When one of gCW and gCCW is not in H i(xy) , one of the boundary points of H i(xy) is in T v(xy) (let this be r). If gCW is not in H i(xy)
, we set r to gCW and ei to eCW (Figure 10 (d) ). If gCCW is not in H i(xy) , we set r to gCCW and ei to eCCW (Figure 10 (e) ). After performing this update for each ei (i = 2, 3, · · · , vale(v)), gCW and gCCW will be the points bounding T v(xy) .
Concave vertex where trapped water flowing out settles
In the previous subsection, for each concave vertex v ∈ V c , we showed how we compute the two gravity directions when the trapped water particle at v flows out under rotation around the given axis, and the two corresponding edges along which the trapped water flows. Now, we describe how to determine which concave vertex the water particle flowing out from v settles in (or if it exits the geometry). Given the gravity direction and outflow edge, we determine it by tracing the path of the water particle, assuming that the particle always follows the path such that the gravity force works at a maximum (i.e. take the possible path such that the angle between the vector representing the path and the gravity direction is minimized).
We only describe the case when we rotate the geometry clockwise because the same procedure works for the counterclockwise case. Let the concave vertex where the water particle settles under clockwise rotation be v s(CW ) and under counterclockwise rotation be v s(CCW ) . For the sake of simplicity of notation, we let v s def = v s(CW ) and g def = g CW for a moment. Given a vertex v, let w i be a member of the set of adjacent vertices of v and e i be the vector from v to w i whose length is normalized, that is, , vale(v) ). We also define proj(t) as the projection of gravity vector g onto the plane of 
(a)(b)(c) Possible movements from a vertex. (d) Movement when a particle drops vertically. (e)(f) Possible movements from a ridge edge. (g)(h) Possible movements from a valley edge.
triangle t; thus, for triangle t's normal vector n t , we can calculate proj(t) = (I − n t n t T )g. The three cases of a particle leaving a vertex and falling through space, traveling along an edge, or traveling along edges perpendicular to g are handled by Procedure 1: TraceFromVertex (Figure 11 (a)(b)(c) ). The three cases for a particle leaving a location in the middle of an edge and falling through space, traveling along the face of a triangle, or traveling along an edge are handled by Procedure 4: TraceFromEdge (Figure 11 (e)(f)(g)(h)). Procedure 2: ParticleDrop and Procedure 3: FindNextEdge handle the transitions between these states. We outline the logic below; the corresponding detailed pseudocode for each subroutine is shown in Algorithm 1, 2, 3, and 4.
First, we initialize v s with the endpoint of e CW that is not v. Then, starting from Procedure 1, we update v s if necessary by tracking the particle location, assuming that the only relevant force applied to water particles is the gravity force g.
TraceFromVertex
• If a point vs + g ( is a positive infinitesimal number) is outside of the geometry, the water particle falls down parallel to g from vs (Figure 11 (a) .). To simulate this, we shoot a half-ray vs + γg (where γ is a positive scalar). Go to 2.
• Otherwise, for each e i of v s , we compute e i · g.
we set the other endpoint of em to vs. Go to 1. (Figure 11 (b) .)
-if e m ·g = 0 (g is on the boundary of T vs(xy) ) , we cannot decide whether the water particle moves to another vertex or settles at v s by looking only at local information at v s (Figure 11 (c) .). Hence, we try to find a vertex v f o which has at least one e j such that e j · g > 0 by traversing only edges perpendicular to g. * if any such v f o is found, we set v s to the v f o with maximum ej · g value. Go to 1. * otherwise, the water particle settles at vs. Done. T v s (xy) ), the water particle flowing out from v settles at vs. Done.
ParticleDrop
• If the ray does not hit any triangles of the input geometry, the water particle exits the geometry; vs is set to out. Done.
• Otherwise, letting the triangle the ray hits be t cur and the point the ray hits be p cur , Go to 3. (Figure 11 (d) .)
FindNextEdge
• We find the edge of t cur such that, letting the two endpoints of the edge be v a and v b , there exist scalar values α and β that satisfy p cur +proj(t cur )α = v a (1 − β) + v b β, α > 0, and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.
-if β = 0, assign va to vs. Go to 1.
-if β = 1, assign v b to v s . Go to 1.
-if 0 < β < 1, let this intersecting edge be ecur, the triangle across ecur be t adj , and pcur = va(1 − β) + v b β. Go to 4.
TraceFromEdge
• If ecur is a ridge edge, letting the normal vector of t adj be n adj ,
-if n adj · g ≥ 0, the water particle falls down; we shoot a half-ray p cur + γg (where γ is a positive scalar). Go to 2. (Figure 11 (e).) 
-otherwise, the water particle moves on the surface of the adjacent triangle. We set t adj to tcur. Go to 3. (Figure 11 (f).)
• Otherwise (e cur is a valley edge), letting the two endpoints of e cur be v a and v b , and the vertex of t adj that is neither v a nor v b be v c ,
-if v a ·g < v c ·g and v b ·g < v c ·g, the water particle moves on the surface of the adjacent triangle. We set t adj to t cur . Go to 3. (Figure 11 (g).)
-otherwise (Figure 11 (h) .), * if va · g > v b · g, set va to vs. Go to 1. * otherwise, set v b to vs. Go to 1.
We repeat this procedure for each v until we find v s such that g is in T v s (xy) , or g is on the boundary of T v s (xy) and v f o is not found, or v s is set to out.
For each concave vertex v ∈ V c , we connect the corresponding node to the node corresponding to v s(CW ) by an edge labeled CW and to the node corresponding to v s(CCW ) by an edge labeled CCW . Note that the ray tracing performance in Procedure 2 will be very expensive for large inputs unless we use a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) to limit the number of triangles tested. We used a kd-tree for the BVH in our implementation. 
Checking Drainability
Now, using the draining graph constructed, we test whether or not a rotation around a given rotation axis can completely drain trapped water. For each concave vertex v ∈ V c , if there is a path from the corresponding node to the out node in the draining graph, we can drain water trapped at v by rotating the input geometry around this rotation axis. Note that when we rotate the geometry clockwise, we can use only edges labeled CW , and when we rotate counterclockwise, we can use only edges labeled CCW .
Checking Procedure
Letting the number of concave vertices be n = |Vc|, if we take a naive approach, we may have to trace n nodes from each concave vertex v ∈ Vc in the worst case. Therefore, the total running time becomes O(n 2 ). However, we observe that if there is a path from one node to the out node, it means that there is also a path from the intermediate nodes on this path to the out node. For example, in Figure 3 , if we find a path from A through B, C, and D to out, we know that there is also a path from B, through C and D to out, and so on.
Based on this observation, we can improve the running time through the following procedure. Suppose we rotate the geometry in a clockwise direction. Then, trapped water particles at the concave vertices whose corresponding nodes are directly connected to the out node by the edges labeled as CW can be drained. Let the set of these nodes be S n . Next, consider trapped water particles at concave vertices whose corresponding nodes are directly connected to the nodes in S n by edges labeled as CW ; these can be drained as well. We add these nodes to S n , and continue recursively. This recursion stops when all the nodes connecting to at least one of the nodes in S n by the edges labeled as CW are in S n . Then, after the recursion stops, if |S n | = n, we can guarantee that trapped water particles at all of the concave vertices are completely drained by a rotation around the given rotation axis. Through this approach, we do not have to check the same node more than once. Therefore, the 
Results
We first visualize the analysis output for two sample parts, one simple and one complex, and then discuss the performance.
Output
We first show our output graphically for the simple mechanical part shown in Figure 12 (a). Figure 12(b) indicates the locations of the three cross-sections shown in Figure 12 (c), revealing an inside void of the workpiece where water can be trapped. Figure 13 (a) and (b) plot whether or not a rotation around a given axis (θ, φ) completely drains the workpiece under CW and CCW rotation respectively. To verify these results, we show some representative configurations in Figure 13 (c) for the CW case. All these configurations are when φ = 0 (corresponding to rotation axes in the xz plane) and viewed from +∞ on the y-axis; therefore, the corresponding rotation axis is horizontal, in the plane of the paper. If we fix φ = 0, when 170
• ), we cannot drain the workpiece as shown in Figure 13(a) . The four configurations shown in Figure 13 (c) are set at these four limits. Notice that the angle between the x-axis and the outlet closer to the x-axis is the same for all four cases; this angle is a threshold for whether or not a given rotation axis works for draining. This shows that our algorithm can capture this threshold. Figure 14 shows representative results of two additional CW cases ((a) 
For the center and right figures, the vertices shown in blue are concave vertices where a water trap is potentially formed when we rotate the workpiece around the corresponding rotation axis; we cannot drain the workpiece. Figure 15 shows a result when θ = 30
• and φ = 60
• . This is an example where CW rotation works but CCW rotation does not work (see Figure 13 (a) and (b)). Figure 16 shows the corresponding transition of a water particle when we rotate (a) clockwise and (b) counterclockwise around this rotation axis.
To get a sense of how sensitive our algorithm is to the coarseness of the triangulation, we compared these results to those on a fine tessellation of the same model. We found only slight shifts in the boundary between the drainable and non-drainable regions (see Figure 17) .
We also applied our algorithm to a complex automotive model shown in Figure 18 (a). Our algorithm can quickly compute whether or not a given rotation axis will drain the workpiece even when internal passages (Figure 18(b)(c) ) are very complex, as in this example. Figure 18 • . CW rotation drains the workpiece but CCW rotation does not. Table 1 shows the performance of our implementation on an Intel Pentium 4 3GHz CPU with 2GB of RAM. We tested 36 × 9 = 324 (sampled at every 10 degrees in both θ and φ directions) rotation axes for each model and report the average and maximum time in Table 1 . We can see that we can test a given rotation axis very quickly and give near-interactive feedback to designers. Note that since we can reuse the same BVH for speeding up the ray tracing phase, no matter how the rotation axis is changed, we did not include the preprocessing time in the times reported (recent GPU algorithms for BVH construction run in less than a second for models of similar complexity [Lauterbach et al. 2009] ). The performance bottleneck of our current implementation is the particle tracing operation in the graph construction phase, so we will investigate offloading some of this work to the GPU in future work. We also measured the number of function calls made to Algorithm 1-4 in determining v s(CW ) and v s(CCW ) for each concave vertex v ∈ Vc. Although the maximum number of calls is higher for the more complex models, the average was similarly low, in single digits, for all models tested.
Performance
Complexity Analysis
Since our ultimate goal is to find a rotation axis for a geometric model such that when the workpiece is rotated around this axis, all water drains, we may need to test many candidate axes. Therefore, it is important that our testing algorithm run quickly. We now analyze the scalability of our algorithm. Vertex classification is linear in the size of the input geometry, O(n). In the graph construction phase, for each concave vertex v ∈ V c , first we compute the gravity directions when the trapped water at v starts to flow out. For each concave vertex v, this takes a constant number of operations equal to the number of edges incident to v, so it is also in O(n). For each concave vertex v ∈ Vc, we find the concave vertex into which the trapped water particle flowing out from v settles. In theory, for each v, we have to check all triangles and vertices of the geometry to find the final location in the worst case. We are still investigating the performance of particle tracing to construct this graph. However, from the fact that a water particle is driven by only a fixed gravity force and the assumption that the input triangles and vertices are uniformly distributed in space, in practice the number of vertices and triangles checked are only a very small fraction of n, reducing worst case O(n 2 ) growth to close to linear in practice; experimental results shown in Table 1 support this. Once the graph is constructed, the checking phase runs in O(n) time as described in section 4.
Discussion and Future Work
Since this is the first research to our knowledge that addresses testing a rotation axis for drainability, we have made a number of simplifying assumptions to make the problem more tractable. In our future work, we plan to test and/or relax these assumptions as we build on this work to develop more sophisticated variations of our algorithm. The impact of some of our assumptions must be tested experimentally, such as ignoring the effect of viscosity. As a first step, we can also compare our results with the output of a physicsbased approach.
Although we have shown theoretically that a rotation axis that drains all the core particles must eventually drain the entire part, our existing algorithm would need some modifications to calculate how many rotations will be needed. As we showed, for a water trap containing multiple water particles, not all water particles will move to the same water trap that the core particle moves to. Similarly, at saddle or saddle-like vertices, for the case of multiple water particles, not all will follow the steepest descent path, as we have assumed the core particle does. Capturing the salient behavior of the other water trap particles, without modeling them all explicitly, remains future work.
Ultimately, of course, we hope to move beyond testing given axes (a sample-based approach) to finding all drainable axes (using a configuration space approach).
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a new geometric algorithm to check whether a rotation around a given rotation axis can drain an input geometry. Our proof-of-concept implementation can test input meshes of complex industrial parts containing over 100,000 vertices in about a second, a huge improvement compared to using commercial general-purpose simulation packages that can take hours to converge. ((ei)x = 0) Note that the boundary of H i and the Gaussian circle intersect at two points.
When (e i ) x = 0, if (e i ) y = 0, I x = ±1 and I y = 0, and if (e i ) y = 0 as well, the entire xy-plane Gaussian circle defines the boundary of H i . 
